HOW TO USE THE “PROGRESS” PRIDE FLAG DESIGN

- **P,L,B,B,P Stripes** should always be half-sized of the ROYGBP stripes, remaining left side is white.
- **ROYGBP Stripes** should always be the same height.
- **Light Blue and Brown stripe** should always be at the left side corners.
- **Re-sizing of the length** should only happen from the right side of the design, do not stretch the image to do this.

**DO NOT:**
- Stretch the image to fit your dimensions.

**DO:**
- Size up or down proportionally and then crop or add from there.

**CROPPING:**
- When adjusting the length, always crop the right side.

**LENGTHENING:**
- When adding to the length, always start from the right side and add to the ROYGBP stripes length.

**RESIZING:**
- Always resize proportionally to keep all stripes at their correct size ratios.

Please provide attribution with your use with “Progress” Pride Flag by Daniel Quasar (quasar.digital LLC)